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Goals of Today’s Workshop

• Understand what is a social enterprise and be able to evaluate if it is 

potentially relevant to your organization now or in the future

• Gain an understanding of the opportunities and positive impact of creating 

new, sustainable revenue streams through social enterprise

• Learn about the benefits and challenges of aligning social and financial 

objectives in a hybrid social enterprise model

• Apply some of these principles to your own organization and develop some 

initial actions for where you could leverage social enterprise solutions



What is a Social Enterprise?

Source: Social Enterprise Alliance:



What is a Social Enterprise?

• It directly addresses an intractable social need and serves the 

common good, either through its products and services or 

through the number of disadvantaged people it employs.

• Its commercial activity is a strong revenue driver, whether a 

significant earned income stream within a nonprofit’s mixed 

revenue portfolio, or a for profit enterprise.

• The common good is its primary purpose, literally “baked into” 

the organization’s DNA, and trumping all others.

DEFINITION OF A NON-PROFIT SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

from Social Enterprise Alliance



Define Entrepreneurship and Entrepreneurship

Definition of entrepreneur:

one who organizes, manages, and assumes the risks of a business or enterprise.

Definition of entrepreneurship: 

The activity of organizing, managing and assuming the risk of a business or 

enterprise

From Webster dictionary

noun, plural entrepreneurs

a person who organizes and manages any enterprise, especially a 

business, usually with considerable initiative and risk.

(dictionary.com)

Origin from French word entreprendre: to undertake

What is Entrepreneurship?



When You Think of Entrepreneurs….

Who comes to mind?





Entrepreneurs are……..



Social Entrepreneurs… who comes to mind?



And long before the term Social Enterprise was created….

GoodWill Industries established 1902

$5.7 Billion in revenue FY 2016 in the US

116 offices in US + 13 countries

86% of its income is generated through 

retail sales and earned income streams



What is A Social Entrepreneur?

What is a Social Entrepreneur? Social entrepreneurs 

drive social innovation and transformation in various 

fields including education, health, environment and 

enterprise development. They pursue poverty 

alleviation goals with entrepreneurial zeal, business 

methods and the courage to innovate and overcome 

traditional practices. A social entrepreneur, similar to a 

business entrepreneur, builds strong and sustainable 

organizations, which are either set up as not-for-profits 

or companies.
Source: Schwab Foundation



The pioneer…. Muhammad Yunus and Grameen Bank

• Why did microfinance have such a great impact 

on the world’s poor?

• On the global economy?

• Why is Muhammad Yunus’ role in establishing 

social entrepreneurship so important?

Origins of Social Entrepreneurship

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jk5LI_WcosQ


The Creation of A New Field: 

Bill Drayton and Ashoka



What factors drove growth of social entrepreneurship as a field?

• Growth in # NGOs and nonprofits

• Rise of civil society

• Recognition that dependence on philanthropic dollars 

insufficient to address global needs

• Globalization

• Recognition that the world’s poor are key players in the 

global economy

• Increasing commitment of corporate sector to support social 

impact (rise of CSR)

• Drive towards cross sector collaboration 

• Millenials

• Increasing demand for producing measurable impact and 

results– whether it’s philanthropic or for profit investments



The Growth of the Global Citizen Sector

• The number of NGOs worldwide is estimated to be 10 

million.[15] Russia had about 277,000 NGOs in 2008.[16] India is 

estimated to have had around 2 million NGOs in 2009, just 

over one NGO per 600 Indians, and many times the number of 

primary schools and primary health centres in 

India.[17][18] China is estimated to have approximately 440,000 

officially registered NGOs.[19] About 1.5 million domestic and 

foreign NGOs operated in the United States in 2017.[11]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-governmental_organization#cite_note-15
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-governmental_organization#cite_note-16
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-governmental_organization#cite_note-17
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-governmental_organization#cite_note-18
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-governmental_organization#cite_note-19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-governmental_organization#cite_note-usstate-11


Guidestar 2018

The vast majority of these organizations are less than 30 years old





The Unique Challenges of the San Diego Nonprofit Sector

Large and growing number of nonprofits in San Diego region- more  than 11,000 in 2018

Total revenue of $18B+ 

This number has doubled over last 20 years 

From Times of San Diego July 11, 2016 article:

On average, San Diego nonprofits have only 1.7 months of liquid operating funds on hand, 

limiting their ability to withstand an unexpected revenue shortfall.

“Nonprofits appear to operate ‘hand to mouth’ with enough liquidity to operate for

less than two months if any disruption in revenue occurs,” the authors wrote ( 2016 report)

There’s also a big divide between the many smaller, often all-volunteer nonprofits, and a 

limited number of large ones. Sixty-two percent of the non-profits in the county have annual 

revenue of $50,000 or less….

while just 8 percent have revenue over $1 million.

Caster Family Center for Nonprofit and Philanthropic Research: Annual Reports

https://timesofsandiego.com/business/2016/07/10/nonprofits-grow-to-14-9-billion-industry-in-san-diego-but-lack-reserves/


HOW CAN A SMALL TO MEDIUM SIZE 

SAN DIEGO NON-PROFIT BECOME BOTH:

MORE FINANCIALLY SUSTAINABLE 

AND

INCREASE ITS IMPACT?

THE CHALLENGE

CAN SOCIAL ENTERPRISE BE A SOLUTION? 



Social Entrepreneurship

 Social entrepreneurship is the process by which effective, innovative 
and sustainable solutions are pioneered to meet social and 
environmental challenges. 

 A social entrepreneur is someone who designs and implements an 
intervention, product or service that improves the well-being of 
marginalized individuals and populations. 

 A social enterprise is an organization (either non-profit of for profit) 
that is formed to meet a social or environmental challenge, that 
streamlines it operations and supply chain to maximize social impact 
and minimize the use of resources and that uses a sustainable, 
replicable and potentially scalable business model. 

Source: Teresa Chahine, Introduction to Social Entrepreneurship, 2016



The Social Entrepreneurship Spectrum



Characteristics of a 

Successful

Social Entrepreneur

From Ashoka



1. Leveraged Non-profit

2. Hybrid Non-profit( i.e. Nonprofit with Earned Income Strategies

3. For Profit with Mission Driven Strategies

(or Social Business or Social Venture Business)

Models of Social Entrepreneurship



What is a Hybrid Social Enterprise? 

Most typically structured as a 501C3 with a for-profit commercial offering / 

earned income stream of products or services providing an additional revenue 

source beyond grants and donations

The Hybrid Social Enterprise Model

A hybrid model provides an outstanding opportunity to deeply extend and expand the 

mission and impact of a nonprofit- while creating sustainable revenue streams



Examples of Successful San Diego hybrid model social enterprises

Larger organizations: 

• Kitchens for Good

• KIT (Kids Included Together)

• Mission Edge

• La Maestra Foundation

• Solutions for Change

• Dreams for Change

• Jewish Family Services

Newer additions to social enterprise in San Diego

• RiseUp Industries

• UWEAST

• Project Chop at IRC

• UPAC’s Neighborhood Enterprise Center

• City Heights Coffee House

• WIT/ Whatever It Takes

Learn about these and their best practices.

If you are thinking about social enterprise you are not alone



You Must Start with the WHY

 Why are you creating this product or service?

 Why and how does it tie to your mission?

 Why would anyone buy it? 



Connect Your Why to Your Product or Service



Connect Your Why to Your Product or Service

Solutions for Change 

&

Solutions Farms

Job training and income generation to 

solve homelessness for families



How Does Your Product or Service Empower Your WHY?

 Identify a product or service that leverages the strengths and capabilities of your 

organization

 Identify a product or service that the market wants- and customers will pay for!

 NOTE: The people you impact / benefit through your organization may not 

necessarily be the same people who will buy your product or service!

 In Social Enterprise- the revenue stream you develop must be tied to your mission 

 Determine how you can differentiate that product or service in the market        

*You are likely to be competing for your customers

often with for-profit organizations!

 The service or product you sell must align with the outcomes and impact you 

seek to advance-

* This is also how you ensure you comply with tax reporting requirements



Kitchen’s for Good- Their “Why”



Kitchens for Good- Aligning Product and Mission



Kitchens for Good- Aligning Product and Mission



KITCHENS FOR GOOD HYBRID MODEL



The Challenge of The Hybrid Model



The  Challenge- Balancing Social vs. Financial

 Where to invest – in social programs or growing 

and supporting your new business line- whether a 

product or service?

 How do you balance those decision?



KFG’s challenge- Balancing Social vs. Financial

 Where to invest – in social programs or growing 

and supporting catering business?

 How to turn around a money losing catering 

business at the beginning of KFG launch?

 Business vs. social investment decisions:

How does the CEO justify the need to replace lost 

silverware, broken dishware, poor quality audio video 

and buy the best salmon for catering events  vs. 

spend all the money you have on training programs 

for culinary students?



Balancing Social and Financial Objectives

 Requires a cultural and mindset shift 

• Need to make tough decisions to balance both 

social and financial

• Need willingness to experiment, try and fail

• Selling products and services is now part of the job 

for the entire organization

• Your products must be EXCELLENT as you are now 

competing- often in a commercial market

• Need your board members to be aligned with this 

need to balance and weigh these



New Skills and Mindset Needed

 New skill sets? Mindsets?

 You will need to understand cost of goods, market pricing, 

your competition, ROI for your products or services

 You need to tie this to the impact you seek to make with your 

social enterprise

 You and your staff need to learn how to sell!

 You will need to constantly iterate, adapt and adjust- can you 

be comfortable with that?



Earned Income Model= Lots of Experimentation 

and Lots of Failure

KFG example and lessons learned:

#1 People don’t use a lot of jelly and it 

lasts a really long time- means you 

can’t sell much

#2 Fail fast and try not to use too 

many resources and $ in the process



KIT- Mindset Shift Needed for Growth



KIT: Mindset Shift Led to Exponential Growth

 Per Torrie Dunlap, KIT CEO, selling services is 

not a typical role for a nonprofit professional

 Her staff resisted ”selling”- saying that was not 

their job

 Today 96% of KIT revenue is from sales of 

training program materials, services, coaching, 

consulting and support

 Customers- school districts, US military, 

corporations, etc.







How has KIT’s success as a social enterprise 

enhanced their impact?



IMPACT MEASUREMENT IS KEY

MEASURE WHAT MATTERS!!

Be sure to incorporate that in ALL your          

messaging and branding



Best Practice: Since KFG Started: Measure What Matters---

Impact Measures 

Tie to your value 

proposition!

What metrics and 

measurement matter 

most-

to beneficiaries, 

customers, 

stakeholders? 

Kitchens for Good   ->

This is also what 

funders will care 

about!

This was from early 

2017 for fundraising 

campaign to buy 2nd

kitchens



Kitchens for Good exponential

growth driven by social enterprise





Successful social enterprise focus and 

impact measurement driving growth of 

KFG philanthropic funding – which in 

turn supports revenue generation 

opportunities:

*California Wellness Foundation 

$250,000 for program related 

expenses

*San Diego Workforce Partnership 

$100,000 for workforce development/ 

Project Kitchen.

*County of SD : $25,000 – program 

expenses

State of CA: Baking Apprenticeship 

$350,000



Food Rescue

Always measure what matters



Addressing Food 

Insecurity

Always measure 

what matters



Workforce Development

Always measure what matters

FY 2017 results



Catering Revenue

Always measure what matters

FY 2017 results



Best practices mean you are always learning, evolving, pivoting and 

measuring as you grow and learn more.  You see what works and doesn’t 

work and adapt your models. Do this and the results can be awesome!



Smarter Growth Strategies

Growth comes from leverage: 

Where / how can you source materials, curriculum, 

resources to get you to your goals faster and more efficiently

including:

• Outsourced or open source curriculum?

• Existing or already developed materials, resources you can 

incorporate in your solutions?

• Partnerships?

• Don’t duplicate -replicate,  learn from others

• Partnerships



Partners + Key Stakeholders



Partnerships

 You do NOT need to provide all parts of the 

solution

 Look for organizations who already have 

resources / capacity that enhance what you 

do

 How can you work with others to be faster to 

market and more resource efficient?

 Do NOT reinvent – instead LEVERAGE 

through collaboration and partnership



Partnerships = Leverage for Growth and Impact

 A critical vehicle for differentiation and “looking 

bigger than you are”

- By teaming up with other organizations that enhance or 

augment your solution you will:

• Look bigger than you are

• Appeal to a broader customer base

• Leverage resources when you are resource constrained

• Appeal to funders and investors



Principals of Partnership

The new math: 

1+1= 5



Best Practice: Develop & nurture a robust partner ecosystem

Referring agencies for potential 

students-

Prison parole boards, drug treatment 
centers, foster programs

Food source 
partners- farmers 

with “ugly fruits and 
vegetables”

Agencies serving 
the food insecure 

and workforce 
development

Employment partners-

Restaurants,  hotels, 
hospitals

Kitchens for Good

Partner Ecosystem

Catering 

customers

Funders



Going Forward

 Is a hybrid social enterprise a possible fit for your organization 

now or in the future? Why or why not? How can you evaluate 

the possibilities?

• Can you envision the opportunities and positive impact of 

creating new, sustainable revenue streams through social 

enterprise?

• Are you more aware of the importance and challenges of 

aligning social and financial objectives in a hybrid social 

enterprise model?



Team Breakouts

 Identify a revenue opportunity that you can 

pursue beyond your current offerings/



THANK YOU!

Karen Henken

khenken@sandiego.edu

760 271 5413

mailto:khenken@sandiego.edu

